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Newsletter November 2016 

Hereby we present a short overview of activities undertaken in 2016 

Kibera Shammah Centre 

Jemmimah applied successfully for several grants. One for solar energy from the international climate fund, 

from whom she also received a training of 2 days for solar cooking. Jemmimah won the grant for being able to 

demonstrate good management. 

  

Solar panels for Shammah  

 Another grant for books and stationary came through the government from a programme known as Tayari 

and one for shoes came from Bata for the most needing children. 
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From half of January till June Jemmimah and myself have been negotiating the purchase of a bus for 

transporting the children to and from the school. Nearly daily I received messages like “Shammah children 

and I are doing well but rain is really destabilising us because of the river, this morning we almost lost a child 

who was swept by the river but lucky enough she was rescued and taken to the hospital . All the same am 

very happy yesterday l received a letter authorising the kick off of the project we won of solar water tanks and 

energy saving stoves starting from 30th of January”. And another one “ Good news first yesterday we started 

cooking with the energy cooking stoves and they are much economical, we used half of the fuel we use daily. 

Bad news Mummy I am worried about the transport and rains; the two issues are becoming a problem and 

affecting performance in the school due to absenteeism which is being caused by the above two issues. I 

know you do not have money but I am just reporting to you what is happening in the school. Too unfortunately 

one of our best pupil left to another non performing school due to distance.  you cannot imagine the girl left 

during half term exams and went to do exam in the new school where by she scored 478 marks while the boy 

who followed from the new school had only 394 marks out of 500 marks. What are we going to do to solve the 

problem?” “Hi mama, we will be breaking for April holiday on 31st march and kids and parents are asking 

about the transport plans . Mama I know you do not have the money but updating you is not bad”. 

Finally in April she started sending pictures of busses and prices. They took an option on a very good bus and 

negotiated for a month with the owner, but FAPADAG was not able to raise enough money and the owner of 

the bus gave it up.  
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At the end of April Jemmimah wrote that the board of Shammah  had raised  2150 euro of the 2500 they had 

targeted for themselves. The 8 members of the board had a strategy that they grouped all the parents in 8 

groups and each group had one board member in charge of raising the money what was 313 euro per group. 

In the beginning of May again a suitable option for another bus came up and Jemmimah kept putting 

deadlines on me. “Mama what do we do now that the money is not enough and yet we have two days to the 

deadline which we have been given. Sorry for troubling you when you are unwell. Today board of the school is 

having a meeting at 4:00pm what am I going to tell them”. 

Finally FAPADAG could promise Shammah 13000€, what came out of donations and two birthday-

celebrations at the same time the Shammah board raised another 350€. They bought half of May an 

Australian bus which is a very big 51 seater at 21000 euro and they borrowed the rest of the money. At the 

20th of June the bus was ready and hit the road. 

Other news about Jemmimah. She was chosen because of her Bachelor degree, to follow a teacher training 

course organised by NILINDE an international organisation. Now she will be training teachers once a term for 

5 days and she will earn 18,000 Kenyan shillings(160€) each time she trains. So some revenues are coming 

back. 

Recently again some problems occurred the neighbour of Shammah bought two plots next to the school and 

constructed within five months a school. Last week they came to Shammah and said that they need to make a 

road to the school through the garden according to the surveyor. This people seem to have too much money 

and they treat everyone around like garbage. It is so painful because they damaged all just planted 

vegetables. The ministry of agriculture and education will be asked for help. 

Shammah centre in Kangundo 

Unfortunately there is no progress in the construction of the rural Shammah centre. Florence and Hanneke 

have made an application for funding  and to become a twinning school with an NGO in Canada called 

farmers for farmers. Kangundo is too far away from the area where this NGO is operating. 

Florence broke her leg, while she was inspecting the constructions and last week she lost her father. So in the 

new year her project needs some more attention. 

Shammah solidarity projects 

Scottish OT students have tried to send clothes to Kenya, but could not find a proper way to send it there. 

They also tried to sell jewellery among students and managed to sell for an amount of 126€. 

In Amsterdam, NL a group of international health  students tried to make a twinning project between a primary 

school in Amsterdam and Shammah Kibera. They could however not find any primary school which was 

willing to involve in this project. Finally they constructed a nice programme/ guidelines for twinning schools (as 
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assignment of their minor programme global health)- see poster attached. It is hoped that a next group of 

students is willing to implement the programme. 

A third group of occupational students from Osnabruck, Germany are also working on a twinning project 

between a primary school in Osnabruck and Shammah school, they will start with a creative picture project 

where the kids introduce themselves, their personality, wishes, dreams - who am I. Through this project the 

students learn how to engage a primary school in development work and kids in Germany learn to 

communicate with children in Nairobi, Kenya and learn about each other’s activities in daily life. The final goal 

is to build a  sustainable partnership (including financial support for Shammah). 

 

Until now these solidarity projects had an important function for the students to achieve their learning outcomes. 

The impact of these projects for Jemmimah and her children still needs to be measured. They like the contacts 

and the attention and the exchange, but at the other hand it is giving them quite some extra work. The biggest 

concern for the school is still to find money to build  two remaining floors on top of the school. FAPADAG is 

hoping that the solidarity projects finally will  contribute to flourishing of both Shammah projects and to the 

learning process of all students. 

We can still use more students who want to organise solidarity projects in order to  gather money for the 

construction of both schools. You can contact j.e.van.bruggen@gmail.com or imke.winkelmann@osnanet.de 

Other activities undertaken by FAPADAG 

Promotion and Publicity Activities 

FAPADAG projects have been promoted through the Facebook FAPADAG site, on several occasions among 

students in higher education institutions in the Netherlands, UK and Germany. 

Osnabruck 
Students, 
busy with 
their 
project 

mailto:j.e.van.bruggen@gmail.com
mailto:imke.winkelmann@osnanet.de
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The children of the Shammah children centre have made some more jewellery, which has been sold during 

several occasions in Holland and Germany.  

Workshops and seminars on strategic thinking and addressing inequalities 

Rouse university in Bulgaria had invited Hanneke van Bruggen on an ERASMUS contract to give a module on 

occupation based community development. Also the Paris school for occupational therapy had again invited 

Hanneke on an ERASMUS contract with FAPADAG to give lectures and workshops on strategic thinking  and 

addressing disadvantaged groups.  

In October the University of Ghana invited Hanneke for a one week workshop on occupation based 

community development. At the end of the week at least two groups of students had made little projects: one 

with a group of mothers and children with cerebral palsy around stimulating inclusive education and one with a 

group of disabled students about making the university more inclusive and organising a fashion exhibition of 

designs of the students with disabilities. 

 

More info about FAPADAG you can find on www.fapadag.com. 
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